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ABSTRACT: The method of calculating the behavior 
of a projectile propelled by a pre-burned pro-
pellant in a chambered gar. is reviewed. The 
influence of gas in front of the projectile in the 
barrel is discussed as is the procedure to take 
account of gas fricticnal and heat-transfer effects. 
The method of calculation by hand of the performance 
of two-stage guns is then outlined. Some results 
obtained from an electronic computing machine are 
compared to experimental results. 
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This report  represents  an outline of  a method of  calculating 
the performance of high-speed  light-gas guns.     This  la one 
of a series of  basic  interior ballistics report« written at 
the U.   S.   Naval  Ordnance  Laboratory during  the past   eight 
years in which time the speeds achieved by  laboratory guns 
have increased from 13,000   to 31,000 feet per «econd. 
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METHODS  OF CALCULATING PRE-BURNED  PROPELLANT 
GUN PERFORMANCE WITH  SPECIAL APPLICATION 

TO TWO-STAGE  GUNS 

INTRODUCTION 

Up until 1945,   alter 70ö  ysars of shooting guna,   the 
maximum velocity of  projectiles was   10,000  feet per second. 
However,   during the past  thirteen  years the projectile  veloci- 
ties obtainable  from  laboratory guns have risen  from  10,000 
feet per second to 30,000  feet  per second.     This  increase   in 
velocity during a relatively  short  period of  time was  the 
result of  a vigorous effort  pursued to make possible  the  study 
of  hypervelocity phenomena in  the  laboratory.    During the 
course of  this effort our knowledge of the  interior ballistics 
process  increased and  is continuing  to increase. 

Schematically,   a conventional  powder propellant gun may be 
represented as sketched below. 

CHAMBER _     .      ... 
 ,      Proiecme 

Powder 

Propellant 

'TVanjih'on 
Se-.tion 

The chamber contains the propellant.     It  is Joined by means of 
a  transition section to a smaller diameter barrel of cross- 
sectional  area,   A.    The projectile mass is denoted by M  and the 
length of the barrel  is denoted by  L.    When the propellant  is 
ignited,   it begins to burn  forming  a gas.     This gas pushes on 
tne  projectile,   propelling  it   along  the barrel. 

To obtain an expression   for the velocity of  the projectile 
as   it   leaves the barrel,   it   is noted that  the work which  has 
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been  done on  the projectile by  the  propellant gas   is equal  to 
the  kirsetic  energy  acquired  by  th«  projectile.*    Thus, 

Mvy'z--fApdt (1) 
o 

With p, the spatial average pressure defined as 

p=l pd^/l (2) 
yo 

the projectile  velocity becomes 

V-izpAL/M ' (3) 

This result, equation (3), indicates essentially the factors 
upon which the projectile velocity depends.  To increase the 
projectile velocity, one must increase the value of the quan- 
tity under the cquare root sign.  Thus, one method of achieving 
a higher projectile velocity might be to change the sizes of the 
projectile and barrel so as to increase the value of AL/M; this 
requires for a given barrel cross-sectional area, A, that M be 
made smaller and L larger.  (Note that if a gun is made larger 
by scaling it, AL/M remains the same.)  However, practicality 
limits these changes, for M may be made only so small for a 
given barrel diameter and L may be made only so large (as 
frictional effects lower p substantially if the barrel is too 
long -- see below).  Unfortunately, after having made AL/M as 
large as practical, it is found with a conventional propellant 
that the projectile velocity is still much below that desirea. 

From the above situation one is led to the conclusion that 
since AL/M is limited the only method of achieving high velocity 
is to increase the average pressure, p. 

The reason for the difficulty in obtaining a high average 
pressure in the case of the conventional gun is illustrated by 
the sketch on the following page. 

»The-air pressure in front of the projectile has bnen assumed 
negligible here, as has been the frictional force acting on 
the projectile. 
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Here the pressure behind the projectile in the conventional gun 
is plotted ^s a function of its travel.  The rise ir,  press»1*- 
from zero to the peak pressure, p0, results from the burning of 
the propellaut; the rapid pressure decrease is a result of the 
gropellant inertia.  It is evident that the average pressure, 
p, is considerably below the peak pressure, p0, for the con- 
ventional propellant.  Increasing the amount of propellant in 
the chamber would increase p0 and thus p, but the strength of 
the gun limits the valuo of p0. 

(Since increasing AL/M is difficult, as is increasing p, 
the question occurs, why don't we change ihe 2 in the expres- 
sion square root of 2pAL/M to a 3, or a 7?) 

It seems logical to assume that one method of increasing 
the average pressure is to restrain the projectile from move- 
ment until the reacting propellant pressure reaches the peak 
pressure.  In this way the initial pressure that the projectile 
feels when it first moves is the high value of the peak pressure. 
The problem then becomes one of maintaining this high pressure 
as the projectile moves along the barrel.  This is the main 
problem of interior ballistics, the solution of which makes 
possible the attainment of high velocity. 

THE BEHAVIOR OF THE PROJECTILE PROPELLED 
BY THE EXPANDING PROPELLANT GAS 

Let the gun system to be considered be one in which the 
propellant has been completely burned before the projectile is 
allowed to move (a pre-bumed pxui/ellant gun).  At the moment 
of projectile release, it is visualized as sketched on the 
following page. 
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Wh^n  the  chamber  diameter  is  greater  than   the  barrel  Ji"sac-ter 
(DQ/DI >   l)f    the  gun   is  described as   a   "chambered"  gun,   or a 
tun -vith   "chambrage."     For  convenience,   the  propellant   gas   is 
assumed to  be an  ideal gas.     It may  be  demonstrated In  such a 
gun   (see   reference   (1))   that  when  the  projectile moves   along 
the  barrel,    the  pressure drop behind may  be  thought of   as 
being controlled by  two  factors:     firstly,   and most  Impo    .ant 
for  high-speed guns,   the gas   inertia   (which  determines     ow 
quickly   the   gas  can  rush   into  the vacated   region  left   by   the 
projectile),    and,   secondly,   the  chamber  geometry   (which   deter- 
mines how much  gas  is available  to push). 

It  has  been  found that  in  the unsteady  expansion process 
occurring   in   such   a gun,   the  gar.   Inertia pressure drop may  be 
decreased  by  employing a propellant  gas with  a  large  initial 
sound speed,    a0    ,   and small   specific   heat   ratio,   /'o**     Since 
the specific  heat   ratios of  gases do  not  differ appreciably, 
the search  has been  for propellant  gases with high sound speeds. 
For an  ideal   gas,   the sound speed is  proportional  to the square 
root  of   the   temperature  divided by   the molecular weight.     Thus, 
one   is   led   to  use  as  a propellant  gas  a   low molecular weight 
gas,   such  as  hydrogen ox* helium,   at  elevated temperatures. 

For  a  given  chamber diameter,   increasing  the chamber 
length,   X0,   will  make  the pressure  drop  behind  the projectile 
smaller,   and   thus  the projectile velocity   larger,   until   the 
chamber   length  becomes  sufficiently   long   that   it  no  longer 
influences   the  projectile behavior;   this   length  chamber   is 

*The  requirements   for  a non-ideal  propellant  gan  are  discussed 
in   reference   (2). 
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known as an "effectively infinite length chamber."* Making a 
chamber longer than this length does not increase the velocity 
of the projectile. 

For a given chamber length, increasing the chamber 
diameter will increase the projectile velocity.  However, for 
effectively infinite length chambers, Increasing the diameter 
ratio DQ/DJ^ beyond 3 yields very little projectile velocity 
increase, as is shown An reference (3) and discussed below. 

The above statemenvs concerning the behavior of a pre- 
burned propel lant gun may be presented quantitatively by 
assuming that (1) the propellant gas expands isentropicaily 
(that is, without significant viscous an<f heat-transier 
effects), (2) the gas is an Jdeal gas, and (3) the gas pressure 
in front of the projectile i» negligible.  Thus, Kewton's If" 
applied J^ the projectile is 

M dju/dJ- = Vladu/df = pA, (4) 

For a gun witr an effectively Infinite length chamber with 
the same diameter as the oarrel (D0/D^ - 1), the pressure 
behind the projectile may be expressed as a function of the 
projectile velocity (see, for eicample, references (3) and (5)). 

t> = Po I- LL 

v.-1 
a. 

2So/(V0-0 
(5) 

It   is noted  from this equation  that   a high  initial  sound speed, 
^2, ,   minimizes  the  pressure  drop behind   the projectile. 

*Ah~effectively  infinite   length chain'ucr  is one  sufficiently 
long so  that   the disturbances originating  from the  projectile 
and subsequently  reflecting   from  the  chairber  back end  do not 
reach   the  projectile   (see  reference   (3)). 
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Inserting  equation   (5)   into Newton's  equation   (4)   yeilds  an 
analytic  expression   for  the  distance  traveled  by  the projectile 
as  a   function  of   the  projectile  velocity    (references   (1),    (3), 
or   (4)). 

Ma: V-'' 
ZCLa   ' 

■(S.-l)\(*y Iffio-I) 
+ 1 

A most useful presentation of this relation is shown in 
Figur« 1 which is a plot of dimension less projectile velocity, 
U/U0, versus dimensionless initial sound apeed Q0/$0Ua  <  u0 i: 
the -JiUpoA^X/M ', the projectile velocity attainable if the 
projectile is propelled by a constant pressure, p0.  This plot 
is nearly a single curve for all Y0  values. 

The ordinate may be thought of as an efficiency in maintaining 
the initial peak pressure.  It is seen that this efficiency is 
high for high dimensionless sound speed and low for low 
dimensionless sound speed. 

For an effectively infinite length chamber of diameter 
greater than the barrel diameter (D0/Di > 1), the projectile 
behavior mit'-.', be obtained by a numerical method, such as the 
method of characteristics (see references (1) and (3)).* The 
results of such calculations indicate that for a gun with 
infinite diameter ratio, the velocity increase, A , over a gun 
with no chambrage is at the lowtr speeds proportional to the 

♦ For^T^TiTcalculation one-dimensional unsteady flow is assumed 
in the chamber and in the barrel, while quasi -steady flow is 
assumed in the transition section. 
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projectile  speed.     At  hign  projectile  speeds, A is  equal  to one 
half   tne   initial   sound  speed ol   the   propellant   gas   (see 
reference   (2)).     Thus,   A   due   to   infinite  chambrage   is  approxi- 
mated as   shown   in   the  plot  below. 

A 

^4 
O0/C, . oo 

Velocif^   Increaso 
Du«  to  Infinite 
Che. nbrajje  {D0/D.-vo) 

X 

o 1/  
■3 r        gpf U ' ^ oo) 

Qun  Without    Chambrage. ao 
Project'''^:    Velocity     f 

Further,    it  may  be  shown   (reference   (2))   that   for   finite 
diameter   ratios, A   is  a   function  of  Do/Dii   as   sketched  below. 

V?« 

fc/tf'A.A 
Thus, A , the increase of velocity due to chambrage, is a 
function of area ratio and projectile velocity as shown 
quantitatively in the lower right of Figure 2.  To calculate 
the velocity of an effectively infinite length chambered gun. 
one need only calculate the velocity of a gun without chambrage, 
and then add to this velocity the value of A as obtained from 
the lower right of Figure 2.  Hence, any performance curve for 
a gun with no chambrage becomes one for a gun with chambrage 
if for U is substituted U -A. 

In this manner the plot of Figure I has been replotted in 
Figure 2 to apply to thn ca^e of a chambered gun for effectively 
infinite length chamber. 

The behavior of the projectile in the general case for a 
chambered gun whose length of chamber is less than the effee - 
tively infinite length must be calculated by numerical methods. 
The results of such calculations may be expressed in the form 
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of dimensionless plots similar to those of Figures 2 or 1, or 
they may be in terms of other dimensionless variables. Thus, 
a plot of dimensionless projectile velocity versus dimension- 
less projectile travel for a given geometry (i.e., for a given 
D0/D^ and given dimensionless X0's) has been found convenient. 
Such a plot of a. y0 = 1.4 propel lant gas aud a D0/Di equal to 
2 is shown in Figure 3 and sketched below. 

o 

Ma*0 

In this plot the dimensionless X0 is expressed as G/M ,   where 
Q   is the propel lant gas mass, and M is the project!.e mass. 
Thus, 

q/M -.p0A0X0/M = t0p0A0Xc Jal M 

Curves such as shown in Figure 3 for all diameter ratios, all 
chamber lengths, and all Y0's  are presently being calculated 
by the use of electronic computing machines.  For the sffec- 
tively infinite chamber length case the plots of Figures 1 
and 2 will suffice. 

THE INFLUENCE ON THE PROJECTILE BEHAVIOR AS A RESULT 
OF THE GAS IN FRONT OF THE PROJECTILE IN THE BARREL 

If there 
motion of the 
Shortly after 
form in front 
which depends 
sound speed o 
As the projec 
increase in s 
projectile wi 
projectile in 

is gas in front of the projectile, the forward 
projectile will be resisted by this gas. 
the projectile begins to move, a shock will 
of the projectile in a position in the barrel 
on the initial acceleration and the initial 

f the gas in front (see references (5) and (6)). 
tile increases in velocity the shock will 
trength, and the pressure in front of the 
11 increase.  The equation of motion for the 
this case becomes 
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ajx/di- *udju/cLjt. = (pb- p^A^M (6) 

where pb is the propellant pressure in the back and Pf ie the 
pressure in the front of the projectile.  The exact calculation 
of the beha/ior of the projectile may be done uuing the method 
of characteristics for the gas in the back, and using the 
raethoQ of characteristics and the shock equations for the gas in 
i'yont.  However, the calculations are quite lengthy. 

The approximate behavior of the projectile may be found, 
however, without resorting to nuioprical integration in each 
particular case by employing tne equation (7) below.  This 
equation gives the ratio of projectile velocity with gas tr 
front. Up,   ,   to the velocity without gas in froni. Up ■= 0 

(7) 

where 

This equation, which is applicable to an effectively infinite 
length chambered gun,« is plotted in Figure 4.  It is appli- 
cable until the pressure in the front becomes equal to the 
pressure in the back (as will be the case for large values of 
the abscissa).  At that time p^ - pf and the velocity of the 
projectile denoted by U. no longer increases.  The method of 
obtaining U^, is cutlinea in the appendix.  In this circumstance 
the dimenslonless distance traveled by the projectile will be 
obtained by calculating  ^4/^D r0  ^^ superimposing this plot 
on Figure 4 as shown below.    ' 

UA'0 

V^.o 

Where pb * pf 

♦This equation was derived on the basis of a constant pressure 
driving the projectile.  Nevertheless, it agrees very well with 
exact solutions obtained numerically. 
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The use of this figure to obtain the effect of the gas pressure 
in the barrel on the projectile behavior has been compared to 
the results of the numerical integration and has been found to 
agree very well. 

CALCULATION OF THE EFFECT OF FRICTION AND HEAT TRANSFER 
ON THE MOTION OF THE PROJECTILE 

In recent yca-s much theoretical and experimental work has 
been done on the study oi v.he propulsion of a projectile inside 
a gun tube by iteans of an expanding Propelling gas. A careful 
study previously done, reference (7), has shown that the 
assumption tnat the propelling gas expands rtuversibly (without 
gas viscous effects and gas heat-transfer effects) is justified 
for a low velocity (that is, velocities below 3,000 fe^t per 
second). In this previous study the motion of a piston pro-
pelled in a constant diameter tube was measured. The propelling 
gas was nitrogen initially at room temperature and pressures 
between 300 and 3,000 atmospheres. A comparison between the 
experimentaliy measured motion and the theoretically predicted 
motion showed the propelling gas could be considered to be 
expanding iscntropically, 

Rccent results, however, with guns using high temperature 
light gases, firing projectiles at velocities between 12,000 
and 30,000 feet per second, indicate a discrepancy between the 
experimental results and the isentropic theory. This discrep-
ancy, which increases with increasing projectile velocity, is 
thought to be a result of the friction and heat transfer 
between the gas and the walls which exist during the gas 
expansion process. Calculation of gas friction and gas heat-
transfer effects has not been carefully done for the case of 
the high velocity guns. These effects are accounted for in the 
calculation of conventional powder gun performance by an 
appvoximate method which assumes (see, for example, reference 
(6)), (a) that the steady fiow results for heat transfer and 
friction apply to this basically unsteady process, (b) a linear 
gas velocity distribution in lieu of a velocity distribution 
obtained by a rigorous gas dynamics analysis, and (c) that the 
effects of friction and heat transfer on velocity are small 
relative to the inertia effects. The above method, when applied 
to high velocity gas guns, has been found to yield obviously 
incorrect results; this is believed to be .̂ ue to the incorrect-
ness of assumptions (b) and (c). It is therefore thought that 
a more careful analysis without these assumptions should be 
applied in the calculation of the performance of a high-speed 
gas gua, and then thiii analysis should be experimentally 
checked. This procedure is now being attempted at the 
U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory with the use of a high-speed 

10 
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light-gas gun to obtain exponmental i-es'-lts, and an electronic 
computing rnacliine ior the calculations. 

A qualitative analysis of the eifect of gas friction and 
heat transfer on gun performance may be made, for example, by 
dimensionless analysis.  From such an analysis it may be con- 
cluded that the ratio of projectile velocity wit!'! friction, Up, 
to that without friction, L'j? ■-  o, is mainly a function of 

-^ . jrjL L , >r 

with other dimensionless parameters such as Reynolds number. 
Mach number, etc., bfing considered not essentially important. 
Thti, since YQ  does not vary too widely  this ratio would be a 
(unction 01 u/Q0   alone for guns of approximately the same I./^. 

Based on experimental results with high velocity guns at 
the U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, a curve of Up/Up ■■ o has 
been drawn versus U./Q.0  and is shown in Figure 5.  Tentatively, 
it is proposed that this plot be employed to take account of 
the friction and heat-transler eflects until the more careful 
study referred to above be completed.  It is to bfi noted in 
Figure 5 that below U./Q0   of 1-1/2 the friction effects appear 
to be not important.  Above this value of U/(2e these effects 
become of greater and greater importance.  The plot of Figure 5 
demonstrates that a high sound speed causes the friction effects 
to be small relative to the inertia effects in a high-speed gun. 

CALCULATION OF A TWO-STAGE GUN 

In order to obtain a higher sound speed propeliant gas than 
is possible as a result of a chemical reaction, energy may be 
added in other ways to the propeliant gas.  For example, an 
electrical discharge may provide the energy.  A more convenient 
method is the principle used in the so-called "two-stage" gun 
where energy is provided by compressing the propeliant gas which 
may be initially unheated or heated.  Such a two-stage gun is 
sketched in Figure 6. 

Initially the pressure p of the back chamber gas is high 
relative to the pressure pi of the front chamber gas.  In 
operation the high pressure L.as in the back chamber ruptures the 
diaphragm "A" and then pushes the piston of mass, M, into the 
gas in the front chamber, heating it and compressing it.» When 

*THe perTorraance of the case where the piston mass, M, equals 
zero is discussed in reference (H). 

11 
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the pressure in the iront chamber reaches a sufficiently high 
value, the diaphragm B: separating the front chamber from the 
barrel ruptures ami the projectile is propelled along the 
barrel by the gas in the Iront chamber. 

It is possible by this method to obtain much higher sound 
speeds in the compressed gas in the front chamber than could be 
achieved in the propellant gas in a single chamber by heating 
it chemically. Thus, the gas in the front chamber reaches a 
higher value of sound speed than the vai.ue of sound speed, Qa , 
in the t.ick chamber. Of course, all the energy imparted to the 
gas in the fror.t chamber comes from the gas in the back chamber; 
the piston provides an efficient means to transfer this energy; 
its inertia makes it possible to compress the gas in front to 
very high internal energies at the expense of the internal 
energy of the gar> in the back. 

To calculate the events which occur in such a gun, it is 
recommended that an electronic computing machine be used (but, 
then one would tend not to gain a basic understanding of the 
process, and this report would be unnecessary). However, the 
methods given above may be advantageously applied to calculate 
approximately the projectile motion.* Easily calculated by 
these methods are the conditions that exist when the shock in 
front of the piston has reflected from the front of the front 
chamber and has reachcd the piston, i.e., the conditions shown 
in Diagram C, Figure 6.»* At this time the velocity of the gas 
in front (in state 3) is zero, and therefore this gas has no 
kinetic energy. The procedure, tnen, is to apply the first law 
to the system consisting of the piston and the gas in front of 
the piston; the first law is applied between the state existing 
in Diagram C and any subsequent state of the system. The 
assumptions which are made are: 

(1) The gas in front changes state reversibly after 
the state shown in Diagram C (tee footnote ** below). 

(2) The kinetic energy of the gas at any time after 
the state in Diagram C is equal to 1/2 Q /3V2. 

(3) The pressure behind the piston, pp, is that 
experienced by a piston which is suddenly moved at velocity 
V3 - V into a gas at state 3. 

•One should note reference (10) where another approximate 
analyses is presented for a two-stage gun system. 
**In some cases it may be desirable to calculate the conditions 
at a time when the shock has gone forth and back a second time. 

12 
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Assumption (1) is a val)d one because the irreversibility 
associated with thr second and third reflections is small, as 
may be calculated by the methods of reference (9).  Assumption 
(?,) is deduced from the assumption of a linear velocity distri- 
bution.  Assumption (3) agrees well with numerical calculations 
(and the magnitude of the term containing p^ is ^nail in most 
cases (see Figure Ö).  If the projectile is released before the 
piston is brought to rest, the ajnount of gas going  nv.o the 
barrel may be determined by assuming a soiic enf.lt vciocity. 
T!u projectile velocity is then obtained by use of Figure» 2, 
I, and 5 at points along the birrei with the use of the 
corresponding reservoir conditions (wnich are changing with 
time),  if the initial loading pressure in the front chamber, 
p, is sufficiently low, the calcuiation indicates that the 
piston will be stiil moving iorwari when it reaches the front 
of the front chamber.  If this be the case, clearly the pl.tn.on 
should be designed co as actually to tnter the barrel to 
provide still further  push" to the projectile.  This idea is 
the basit of the new high vciocity gun currently being used at 
the NASA, Ames Research Center (reference (11)). 

The above procedure in itself is a tedious one.  It has 
been found that a good approximation is to assum*» that the 
projectile is released at the time the piston comes to rest; 
that is, the time shown in Diagram D in Figure ti.  Thereafter, 
the projectile motion is determined by the conditions of the 
reservoir at state S, as shown in Diagram D of Figure 6,  For 
this situation the first law equation yields 

or 

t-l+ä^M-U 
' 7 

(8) 

A-i. 

T3\ 'Wo/ A U/   ^3    L3   /A, Pj, L3   I   'Pi 
(9) 

13 
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or 
,'-■'■' 

v^ 

with  U0  deiined  as    ■y'Z poJ\i{i r L3)/tA 

The maximu.n temperature,   T,V)   is   so.fn to be equal   to T3  plus  the 
kinetic  energy  ol  the piston  and   Llie work done  by  the  back 
chamber  gas on  the  piston  and  tront  gas.     The  latter   tern  is   in 
many  cases  negligible. 

The procedure in calculating Tg is illustrated on the flow 
diagram on the next page; here the tast term (the work term) in 
equation   (9)   has  been  assumed  negligible.' 

With  p    and Ts   (yielding     Q.*^   as  '^^ res. rvoir  conditions, 
the  projectile  velocity  may  be  calculated using Figures  2,   4, 
and  5.     !t  must  be cautioned  that  one should determine   if   the 
front  chamber containing  the  gas   in state S  is  effectively 
infinite;   if   it   is  not,   one  should  account  for  the  rarefactions 
by   numerical methods  or  a  plot   such  as  Figure  3, 

The  above method of  calculation  for  two-stage  guns  has 
been  compared to  results  obtained by means of  an electronic 
computing machine.     Figures  7,   K,   and 9 show  the  computing 
machine  calculated  results  of   the  behavior of  a 20-mm  two- 
stage  gun.     This  gun   is  now  being  used at  the U.   3.   Naval 
Ordnance  Laboratory.     The  piston  used  in this  gun  is   termed a 
"light  piston"   (being  about   twice  the weight  of   a nylon  sphere). 
Figure   <   is  a distance-time  plot   showing  the  trajectories  of 
shocks  between  the piston  and  projectile,   the piston  trajectory, 
and  the  projectile  trajectory.      Figure  8  is  a plot  of   pressure 
behind the  piston   (PK)   

as  a  function of  time.     This  result 
confirms  the assumption   that   the  work done by  this  pressure 
behind   the  piston   is   negligible.      Figure 9  is  a  plot   of   the 
projectile  velocity   versus  barrel   length.     Evidence  of   the 
shock  impinging on  the  back  ol   the  projectile  is  seen   in  this 
figure.     The pressure calculated  by  tue computing machine  as 
a   function of  time  at  a  position   in the front  chamber  is 
compared  in  Figure   10  to  the  experimentally  obtained  trace. 

♦To  determine  the magnitude  ol   this  term,   one may  use  assumptioi. 
(3)   to obtain  the  pressure  Pgj^.     Then  it  has  been  found  that   a 
good  approximation  to  the  average  p^  Is  to use   (pss  +  P33)/5. 

1 1 
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Although   the  details  of   the   shock   retlections   in   the   from 
gas  ol   a  two-stage gun  are  not  obtained   (vithout  a good   deal   of 
additional   labor)   by   the   approximate methods of   calculaticjis 
outlined  above,   the  performance   of   the  projectile   is   predicted 
very well.     Moreover,   the effect  of  changing any of  the  gun 
system  parameters  is  easily   calculated.     For example,   increas- 
ing   the   initial   pressure,   p^,    in   the   front   chamber v.iiie 
keeping  all  other parameters   the  same   is  found  to  decrease   the 
temperature,   Ts,   pressure,   ps,   and  projectile velocity.      In 
this  manner   tue use  -if  these  taethods  provides  an   insight   not 
otherwise obtained  i;Ho  the  processes  occurring,   and   is   a 
m< MU    to   tht-  selection  of  the  gun  and  gas  parameters,. 

16 
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APPENDIX 

METHOD  OF  OBTAINING  UL,   THE  PISTON   VELOCITY,   WHEN  THE 
PRESSURE   IN  THE  FRONT  BECOMES   EQUAL TO THE 

PRESSURE   IN  THE   BACK  OF THE  PISTON 

The   velo'j.iiy  acquired  by   the  piston when  the  rising   front 
pressure,   pt-,   equals  the  dropping  back pressure,   p^,   is  obtained 
by   equating   the pressures   in   trrms  of   velocities.     To  approxi- 
mate  the  behavior  oi   the  propellant   gas   in  the back   in  a 
chambered  gun,   it may   be  assumed  that   this »jas  has  the  same 
pressure-velocity  relation  as   the  driver gas  in  a shocktube, 
Ther   it  may  be shown  from   reffcrF.nce   '.".:   tnat  for  sti.bsonic   fiw.* 
behind  the  piston 

Pb   P°y za./^-!)      j (a) 

and  for  supersonic  flow 

Zto 

Pb=Po{l- ZVo/tto-l) J (b> 

From  the shock  relations   the  pressure  in  front  of   the 
piston   (with  the assumption  of   no gradient  between  the  shock 
and  the  piston)   is 

f, , K(*(+Öfu\\ x u-J 
& <D'\I+    4    \aj    ö' Qlr^\4   aj f     (o 

To obtain UL one needs only to equate the back pressure, 
Pb, from equation (a) or (b) to the front pressure; pj, from 
equation (c), letting in this case the velocity U equal UL- 

1/ 
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